Pre-Emptive Measures to Reduce Environmental Exposure
By Urs Broderick Furrer
The last decade has brought dramatic changes to the
domestic downstream petroleum industry. One of the
most significant changes has been the divestment of retail
service station sites by major oil companies. These divestments have resulted in the rapid growth of distributors
and independent retailers nationwide. However, unlike
the major oil companies, few, if any, of the distributors or
independent retailers have the necessary environmental
background and experience in-house. Furthermore, the
distributors and independent retailers often do not have
in-house counsel with the experience defending environmental claims that the major oil companies have. Because
of the differences in technical and legal experience these
distributors and retailers are likely to rely on outside
consultants to evaluate and remediate the environmental
conditions at their sites, and outside counsel to defend
claims for environmental contamination. This article will
discuss how distributors and independent retailers can
proactively mitigate litigation exposure associated with
petroleum spills.
First, and most importantly, environmental exposure
can be limited by planning for environmental litigation.
Understanding that environmental litigation is likely and
preparing for it will result in a far more effective defense.
Whether distributors and retailers and their insurers can
minimize that liability depends on whether they are prepared.
Whether your client owns several stations, hundreds
of stations, or whether you insure your client’s service
stations, there are certain steps that can be taken to prepare for future litigation.
The first critical line of defense is for your client
to locate, interview, and retain environmental counsel
experienced in the petroleum industry. Your client’s environmental counsel need not be local as he can always
interface with you, his in-house or local counsel. By selecting the appropriate attorneys and working with them
to chart a proactive defense, successful litigation can be
optimized.
The next step is working with that environmental attorney and your client’s consultant to design a program
that ensures compliance with all applicable laws and
regulations (See 6 NYCRR Parts 612, 613, & 614). This,
however, is not enough.
With the environmental attorney and the necessary
experts such as forensic geochemists and hydrogeologists, you and your client should develop a proactive
monitoring approach. This program is more than simple
compliance. Information is key. It is imperative that you
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and your client be immediately aware of any product loss
from any tanks or lines owned or managed by your client. This proactive monitoring approach should include
upgradient wells where there are other nearby potential
sources (i.e., other gasoline stations) and wells downgradient of the tanks and dispensers. Of course, the specific
approach depends on the nature of the site. With the right
proactive monitoring plan in place, awareness of product
losses can occur long before any contamination migrates
off-site, giving you, your client, or your insured time to
respond.
With the right monitoring plan in place, you, your
client, or your insured will also learn of off-site sources
impacting your client’s property before such contamination migrates into your client’s tank field or beneath your
client’s dispensers. The right monitoring plan may enable the successful shifting of responsibility to the off-site
discharger in the eyes of both the regulator and potential
plaintiffs.
Understand that environmental consultants are rarely,
if ever, tasked with anything more than ensuring compliance with the applicable regulations. Indeed, while many
consultants are good at collecting soil and groundwater
data and preparing the reports required by the responsible regulatory agencies, many consultants do not evaluate data evidencing other potential sources nor do they
develop accurate site conceptual hydrologic and transport
models. This should not be a surprise as cost cutting
imposed upon them in recent years by their clients has
forced many consultants to rely on less experienced associates, resulting in site analysis and reports sufficient
for reporting purposes but insufficient for the defense of
potential claims. As a result, while the work performed
by the environmental consultants may comply with all
applicable regulations and meet the requirements of the
regulating agencies, the work required to protect against
claims or assess the potential for third-party responsibility may be beyond the usual scope of work and should be
addressed with specificity when setting the consultant’s
scope of work.
This cost-cutting in recent years has resulted in many
consultants approaching new projects with a limited
mindset. While they are charged with collecting, compiling, and reporting data to regulators, they are usually not
charged with, and all too often fail to focus on, mitigating
litigation exposure and defending against existing or future claims. Indeed, remediation consultants may assume
that contamination found in the monitoring wells they
installed is from their client’s property. Such assumptions
frequently result in unwarranted remediation expenses,
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both on and off-site and the preparation of reports and
containment plume maps that inaccurately identify their
client’s site as the source of off-site impacts.
In sum, countless lawsuits have been lost and untold
millions unnecessarily incurred by the failure to make
sure that the focus during investigation and remediation
is on recognizing key technical elements in preparation
for potential litigation. In my experience, the short-term
savings obtained by cost cutting have been offset by significant litigation exposure.
While the retention of experts ahead of time may
seem to some as unnecessary and unwarranted, great
benefits derive from such retention. Working beforehand
with your environmental counsel and technical experts
can help you, your client, or your insured make the right
decisions as to data collection and analysis in order to better prepare for potential litigation.

The above is only a brief outline for mitigating potential environmental exposure, and it is clear that a proactive defense prepared in conjunction with environmental
counsel and appropriate experts can positively impact the
bottom line.
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